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Abstract
Parody Coin facilitates the minting, trading, and access to the utility of
parodies of favorite NFTs on the BNB Chain and other blockchains. Users also
find value in the DApps launched in the Paroverse, a metaverse that is part
of the ecosystem. Fundamentally, users generate revenue for themselves in
multiple ways. The ecosystem is powered by Parody coin, a BEP-20 meme
token.

1. Introduction
The NFT industry is undergoing exponential growth. This is both in terms of
market capitalization as well as the variety of digital assets on offer.
According to various projections, the NFT industry is expected to surpass
US$80 billion market capitalization by 2025 [1]. Meanwhile, while early NFTs
were mostly digital artworks such as images, videos, or GIFs, new forms of
digital assets are being minted as NFTs on various blockchains. The list
includes NFTs that represent real-world collectibles, gaming assets,
metaverses, as well as NFTs that perform utility functions.
This growth, however, has come with its pressing challenges. In particular,
the current NFT ecosystem has become too bloated and expensive for most
people around the world to participate in it. That is the case especially
regarding the minting of new NFTs, trading of those already in the market,
and being part of the emerging virtual worlds.
The major obstacles are turning out to be fees paid in marketplaces and the
actual price of the traded NFTs. For example, it costs between $100 and
$500 to mint a new NFT on most of the marketplaces on the Ethereum
blockchain. It also costs almost the same amount in transaction fees to
transfer an NFT from one address to another.
Meanwhile, the average price on major NFT marketplaces is thousands of
dollars. Indeed, the prices can go extremely high. For example, The Merge
by Pak sold on NFT marketplace Nifty Gateway for USD 91.8 million in early
December 2021. In March 2021, the auction house Christie's facilitated the
sale of the NFT art piece titled Everyday – The First 5000 Days by Beeple for
US$69 million. The prices for some of the Cryptopunk NFTs go over $20
million [2].
The NFT market could easily exclude many from its most interesting aspects.
While the price of digital art will continue being driven by market forces,
everyone can get the opportunity to participate and share in the value that is
being generated.

2. The Parody Coin ecosystem
Parody Coin ecosystem is designed to make the most interesting and
benefiting aspects of the NFT markets more accessible to everyone
interested. It provides the capacity to mint parodies of the most popular
NFTs in the industry. It also provides the mechanism to trade these NFT
parodies and generate revenue. If it is a functional NFT, users can derive
utility value from it like they would from the original NFT.

2.1 The marketplace
This is a decentralized application (DApp) on the BNB Chain. It has a userfriendly interface to mint parodies of favorite NFTs on BNB Chain, Ethereum
other blockchains. It is also a place where someone can put up their NFT
parody for sale or buy one from a list of those put on sale by others.
The Parody NFTs on the Parody Coin marketplace are not completely
detached from the original NFTs from which they are cloned. Through a
robust bridge, the owners of the real NFTs can gain ownership of the parody
NFT by locking up or burning the original NFT.
This creates the possibility that some parody NFTs might end up being the
original NFTs, but that is only if the owner of the original NFT decides to
acquire the parody and implement the changeover by burning the initial NFT.
This could happen, especially if NFT owners begin to deem the Parody Coin
ecosystem as providing features unavailable in other marketplaces.

2.2 The DApp store
Parody Coin ecosystem functions as a Super app with its own (D)App store.
The long-term goal is to have the capacity that allows third-party developers
to build and launch applications within the ecosystem. These DApps will
provide various services, especially those that facilitate the minting, trading,
and access to the utility of parody NFTs.

2.3 The Paroverse
This is a component of the ecosystem designed to help accommodate the
emergence of NFTs that interact with the real world. In particular, it meets
the needs of the metaverse evolution. The Paroverse creates the ability to
generate and interact with virtual worlds that are interfaceable with the real
world through NFT parodies and other decentralized applications.

3. The Parody Coin

The Parody coin ($PARO) is the native coin of the Parody Coin ecosystem.
Through this coin, users pay fees to mint and transfer NFT parodies between
wallets on the marketplace. The transactions involving the sale of the NFT
parodies are also settled using the $PARO token. In addition, it is the
medium of exchange in the Paroverse as well as the other DApps launched in
the ecosystem.
The $PARO token will launch on PancakeSwap. In total, 72 Billion $PARO
coins will be pre-mined.

3.1 Exchanging Parody Coins
The Parody Coins will be exchangeable with other blockchain assets. This will
happen primarily through liquidity pools on decentralized exchanges (DEXs).
Most liquidity pools out there depend on users volunteering to fund the
wallet that facilitates the conversion between different coins. The system's
robustness is always dependent on whether the liquidity providers consider

the incentive in the form of reward that comes from fees paid enough. If the
liquidity providers feel they can get a better deal investing in a different
system, they can easily cash out, which can cripple the system.
Parody Coin takes away the responsibility of maintaining the liquidity pool
from users. Instead, the liquidity pool is funded through token reflection—the
liquidity comes from the fees users pay to transact in the ecosystem.

3.2 Parody Swap
The Parody Coins can be swapped with any crypto on any blockchain. This is
possible through the native Parody Bridge built into the Parody Coin
protocol. The bridge maintains a liquidity pool wallet in other blockchains
through a smart contract.
Suppose you need to exchange $PARO coins for an asset on another
blockchain. In that case, you send them to a special wallet on the Parody
Coin protocol, and this action triggers a transfer of equivalent amounts of
crypto on the other blockchain to a wallet address you provide. The Parody
Bridge uses the Chainlink oracle network to set market-sensitive exchange
rates.

3.4 The Paroflection mechanism
The Parody Coin protocol is built on the token reflection model. This means
users of the platform are charged fees that are then distributed to various
branches. In particular, the fees as shared as an incentive means to provide
liquidity and also a way to cap token inflation.
Each transaction in the Parody Coin ecosystem is charged a 10% tax. The
accrued tokens are distributed as follows:
● 5% to Parody Coin holders
● 3% to the liquidity pool
● 2% to the coin burn wallet.

4. Revenue streams for users
The Parody ecosystem has three primary revenue streams for those who
choose to participate:
● Minting parodies of popular NFTs and selling them on an open
marketplace.
● Earning from the paroflection (token reflection) system.

● Staking on the BNB Chain.
● Earning from the ParoReward system

5.1 The ParoReward and staking
ParoRewards is a system that generates earnings in BEP20 tokens for
holders of the Parody Coins.
The system is designed to lend out funds for yield on money markets on the
platform on the BNB Chain. This lets HODLers earn and gain compounding
interest.
The ParoReward system also has a staking component. It facilitates earning
a piece of the reward the foundational BNB Chain protocol pays. The Parody
Coin protocol leverages a bridge to convert some of the tokens into BEP2
(BNB) tokens that can participate in the network consensus mechanisms. A
smart contract distributes the reward to holders of the Parody Coin.
This model makes it possible that one can earn from the token reflection of
the Parody Coin as well as from the reward paid by the foundational BNB
Chain as part of the network consensus mechanism. However, to participate
in this system, one needs to lock their Parody Coins for a period of more
than two weeks.

Deflation of Parody coin
Parody Coin is a deflationary token. The number of coins in circulation does
not increase but decreases over time. That is because part of the fees users
pay is automatically sent to a burn wallet where they are destroyed to never
come back into circulation.
Considering that all $PARO coins are pre-mined and there is no perpetual
emission, the net result is that if you HODL, the value of the coins will
continue to grow over time. That is from both the Paroflection system and
the deflationary nature of the Parody Coins.

5. The Parody Coin Tokenomics
In total, 72 Billion $PARO coins will be pre-mined before the Initial DEX
Offering (IDO) on PancakeSwap. The tokens will be distributed as follows:

6. Road Map
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